Prime areas:
Personal, social and emotional development

Talking about what we did during our half
term holiday.

Playing together in our new role play
area, ‘The Hospital’

Forming good relationships with each other

Expressing our own preferences and

interests

Taking turns and sharing our resources

Specific area: Expressive arts and
design

Learning to tap out simple rhythms using
our beat baby

Dancing to the music from our

story, ‘Rosie’s Walk’

Making Easter cards

Making characters from our ‘World Book
Day’ story

Painting pots for our bulbs

Making Mothers Day/Easter Cards

Prime areas:
Communication and language

Continuing to learn our sounds
s,a,t,p,i,n,m,d,g,o,c ,

Looking at the stories: Jamaica’s find, The
Odd Egg, The Little Red Hen, Rosie’s Walk
and the Easter Story

Identifying characters and main
settings of a story and ordering a story.

Talking about the feelings of characters in
story

Predicting what might happen next

Listening to stories with attention and recall
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Specific area: Numeracy



Sorting objects into different groups: colours, transport, animals

Looking for shapes in our
environment

Using positional language





Describing every day shapes
Understanding concepts of numbers

Writing numbers using the correct
formation

Making an egg number line

Specific Area : Literacy, reading, writing

Looking at familiar logos

Holding books correctly and turning each page

Joining in with repeated lines from stories

Learning rhyming words and beginning to
understand alliteration

Writing our own name

Writing some of the sounds we are learning

Prime area:
Physical development

Tracing our names

Copying letters in our name

Holding scissors correctly and cutting out
shapes

Climbing using alternate feet

Balancing

Manoeuvring round obstacles

Moving with confidence in a range of ways,
such as slithering, shuffling, rolling, crawling,
walking, running, jumping, skipping, sliding and
hopping

Bean bag skills: moving round our bodies,
balancing a bean bag and throwing and catching a
bean bag.

Acting out the story of Rosies walk

Specific area:
Understanding the world
Learn how to use a camera
Talk about experiences with our families
Planting bulbs
Caring for our fish
Guessing what is inside the egg and watching
it hatch

Finding out about a new
culture from our visitor

Understanding how things grow and change

Remembering and talking about special
things in our lives






